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1 Introduction
Worldwide’s annual mean loss of storage capacity due to sedimentation is higher than the increase of capacity by
construction of new reservoirs (Schleiss&Oehy 2002, Boillat et al. 2003). From this point of view, reservoirs are
non-sustainable infrastructures. The necessity of sustainable sediment management was neglected for a long time
which led to massive reservoir sedimentation worldwide (Basson 2009). In any project, all aspects related to
reservoir sedimentation has to be considered since the planning and design phase, including the processes of
erosion, transportation and deposition of sediments (Schleiss et al. 2010).
An integrated approach for sediment management is required in order to balance the sediment budget across
reservoirs (Morris & Fan 1998). This includes the adequate physical analysis of the problem and the application
of a corresponding strategy. There is a wide range of measures against reservoir sedimentation. They are usually
classified in three groups, depending on the location in the basin where they are applied: in the river catchment
upstream the reservoir, in the reservoir and at the dam (Fig. 1). Although the mitigation measures are well
defined, the selection criteria are not clearly established and remains to the discretion of end-users.

Fig. 1. Overview of measures for the mitigation of reservoir sedimentation after Schleiss and Oehy (2002)

The choice of the measures to mitigate the reservoir sedimentation requires a systematic approach. In this paper,
a practical methodology which defines guidelines for the identification of the adequate mitigation measures
against reservoir sedimentation, depending on the different characteristics of the projects under analysis is
presented.

2 Negative effects of sediment trapping by reservoirs
The concept of sediment continuum embraces the sediment production in the river catchment and the sediment
transport within the river, including deposition and erosion processes. The river morphodynamics reflects the
sediment supply from upstream and is strongly influenced by implementation of artificial structures. Any
alteration of the quantity of sediment supply or sediment quality may affect the morphological appearance of a
reach and determine its deviation from an undisturbed condition (Sedalp, 2015). When building a reservoir, this
interrupts the sediment continuum.
Fig. 2 illustrates the impact of the construction of a dam on a river. Once the reservoir is full of water, the water
continuum can be kept to some extent. But in general, most of the sediments remain trapped in the reservoir, as
no structures allow their transport through the dam. Downstream of the reservoir, the lack of sediment in the
river leads to alterations of its morphology. As the river tends to regain the amount of sediment lost in the
reservoir, erosion processes of the bank and of the bed takes place. This could result in disconnecting the river
from its floodplain, and locally increasing the flood risk. The alteration of geomorphic pattern leads to negative
impacts from the environmental point of view.

Fig. 2. Impact of reservoir construction on the sediment continuum

The accumulating sediments successively reduce the water storage capacity of the reservoir. Consequently, at
long-term the reservoir operates only at reduced functional efficiency. Declining the storage volume reduces and
eventually eliminates the capacity for flow regulation along with water supply, energy, and flood control benefits
(ICOLD 1989, ICOLD 2012).
Reservoir sedimentation can even lead to a perturbation of the operating intakes as well as bottom outlets, and to
sediment entrainment in waterway systems and hydropower schemes. Depending on the degree of sediment
accumulation, the outlet works may be clogged by sediments. Blockage of intake and bottom outlet structures or
damage to gates not designed for sediment passage present also severe security problems. Other consequences
are sediments reaching intakes resulting in abrasion of hydraulic machinery, decreasing their efficiency and
increasing maintenance cost.
As it was pointed out in Network (2004), the importance of the pollutants that may be trapped/stored by certain
reservoirs should be also addressed. These contaminants can be degraded or fixed to sediment components, thus
modifying their bioavailability. At a certain level, contaminants in sediment will start to impact the ecological or
chemical water quality status and complicate sediment management. In the end, effects may occur such as the
decreased abundance of sediment dwelling (benthic) species or a decreased reproduction or health of animals

consuming contaminated benthic species. Contaminated sediments remain potential sources of adverse affects on
water resources through the release of contaminants to surface waters and groundwater. Furthermore,
contamination adversely effects sediment management, as handling of contaminated material, e.g. in the case of
dredging, is several times more expensive than handling clean material.
An adequate timing and pro-active management of the reservoir sedimentation helps in the mitigation of these
mentioned problems.

3 Existing sediment management techniques
A comparison of the well known mitigation measures is presented in
Table 1. Some of the advantages and disadvantages presented are of course subjective and mainly driven by the
interests of the reader/user. The following parameters are considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the effectiveness of the measure on bed load and suspended sediments,
the restoration of the sediment continuum, or its interruption,
the short-term or long-term character of the measure, i.e. its sustainability,
the maintenance costs, and the need of a solution for sediment disposal,
the need for a particular support or context to apply the measure.
the possibility to set up a measure for an already existing reservoir.
Table 1: Advantages and inconvenient of each mitigation measure

4 Methodology for the choice of management solution
4.1 Concept of the methodology
The proposed methodology to help the decision makers to define the most adapted mitigation solution to their
reservoir is depicted in Fig. 3. This methodology relies on three main steps.
The first step is a technical analysis of the problem. It aims at defining the feasible measures by relating a
characterization of the problem through key parameters and the panel of available technics. The main goal of this
first part is the definition of these key parameters, and their connection or influence on available technics
described in Table 1. As for the mitigation measures, the characterization parameters can be related to the four
parts of the problem: the catchment area, the reservoir itself, the structure closing the reservoir (dam, weir), and
the downstream area.
The characterization of the downstream area is more difficult to generalize, as it strongly depends on the local
context. Therefore, it is proposed to be considered it in a second step. The characterization parameters are
numerous and their relation with the mitigation technics would be fastidious. For simplification purpose, we
propose to gather this information in so-called key-parameters.
The second step consists in the definition of the adapted solutions, by taking into account the local context of the
problems. This step allows to consider ecological, economical, political, legislation, and other local constraints,
particular to each problem.
The third step is the implementation and the monitoring of the chosen measures.

Fig. 3. Methodology for the choice of the management solution

4.2 Technical analysis (step 1): determination of feasible measures
Characterization of the problem: the fact-sheet
The mitigation of reservoir sedimentation is conducted by a list of techniques which helps in this goal. However,
the choice, feasibility and success of these strategies require firstly the definition of the particularities
surrounding each reservoir. As for the mitigation measures, the characterization parameters can be related to the
four parts of the problem: (i) the catchment area, (ii) the reservoir itself, (iii) the structure closing the reservoir,
and (iv) the downstream area. In order to help the manager to characterize its problem, a fact-sheet listing the
four areas of the problem, and summarizing their related parameters and options is proposed (Table 2).

Key parameters and relations with mitigation measures
The mitigation of reservoir sedimentation requires a systematic approach. The characterization parameters can
be defined for the four parts of the problem. Some parameters can be gathered in some key parameters that give
influencing information for the choice of mitigation measures:
For the catchment,
•
•
•

The quantity of sediment entering the reservoir. This value can be expressed with the help of the
Sediment Delivery Ratio (SDR).
The grain-size of the sediment entering the reservoir, expressed for instance as the median diameter of
the grain-size distribution. This key parameter gathers information on the soil composition, geology, as
well as sediment transport processes occurring upstream of the reservoir.
The chemical quality of the sediment. This is representative of the land-use, and activities within the
catchment.

For the reservoir,
•

•
•

The relative size of the reservoir, given by the ratio between the volume of the reservoir and the area of
the catchment. The use of the reservoir life indicator, calculated as the ratio between the initial capacity
of the reservoir and the mean annual sediment (MAS) inflow (Sumi and Kantoush, 2011) can also be
used.
The purpose of the reservoir.
The state of the project and the existing structures available for sedimentation management.

The determination of these key parameters should allow the decision makers to define the mitigation measures
that can be applied to their problem.

Table 3 summarizes the relations between the key parameters and the existing measures.
Table 2: Fact-sheet for the characterization of the problem.

Table 3: Relation between mitigation measures and key parameters. TC: turbidity current, SS: suspended sediment

4.3 Analysis of the context (step 2): determination of adapted measures
The second step of the methodology consists in taking into account the local constraints. Ecological issues,
legislation, other actors and activities should be considered. The design and later management of reservoir
sedimentation also require a sustainable planning in order to minimize the ecological effects. In some cases, the
legislation imposes ecological flow downstream of the reservoir. Maximum sediment concentration values can
also be determined to preserve the natural life of the river during flushing events. In case of pollution identified
upstream of the reservoir, the quality of the sediment delivered downstream should be carefully controlled in
order to prevent contamination.
The management of sediment should also be conducted in accordance with the local politics in terms of flood
protection, safety of the populations and infrastructures. It implies for instance that the sediment continuum
should be preserved to prevent erosion of the banks and disconnection of the river from its floodplain.
The river may also contribute to other activities downstream of the reservoir. The local actors should be
consulted for the definition of the sediment management strategy. And finally, economical issues would be of
high relevance for the determination of the final strategy (Annandale, 2014).
4.4 Implementation and monitoring of the measures (step 3)
The implementation of the adapted measures would be mainly driven by the state of the project. If the reservoir
already exists, some adaptations of the devices could be necessary. In the case of a planned project, the sediment
strategy would be integrated to the project. It is of high importance to consider this question during the first
stages of the project to keep as much possibilities as possible.
The monitoring of the sedimentation processes taking place in the reservoir should also be planned during the
design phases. It should be performed by (i) measuring the sediment input and output of the reservoir, (ii)
controlling the sediment quality (grain-size and composition), (iii) performing bathymetry of the reservoir
regularly to control the sedimentation evolution.

5 Conclusion
An integrated approach for sediment management is required in order to balance the sediment budget across
reservoirs. Integrated sediment management includes the analysis of the problem with its particularities and
application of a range of strategies. This document provides practical guidelines for the choice of a mitigation
measures to prevent reservoir sedimentation.
The proposed methodology relies on the characterization of the problem through technical key parameters. Local
constraints that are more difficult to generalize are discussed.

It is important to keep in mind that every reservoir is a prototype problem and no general applicable mitigation
measures can be given except to analyse the problem with a well-defined and systematic methodology as
proposed.
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